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Simple Self Care
Practices for a Healthy
Mind, Body, & Soul for
Seniors

A BACK TO BASICS APPROACH TO HEALTH

THE BEST HEALTHCARE
PLAN IS A SELF CARE PLAN
In today's hectic, hyper-scheduled world it's easy to put self-care on the back
burner. When it feels like you're burning the candle at both ends, taking time
to focus on your own well-being can feel like a luxury.
But self-care isn't a luxury, it's a necessity. Because as partners in your health,
we are meant to be just that—partners.
The foundation of your health starts with YOU.
Intentionally practicing habits that support your overall well-being—mind,
body, and soul—is the key to restoring and maintaining a foundation of
health.
The perfect prescription for a powerful self-care practice is to keep it simple.
Start with a back-to-basics approach to caring for your physical, mental, and
spiritual well-being.
This simple guide offers 8 "back-to-basics" self-care practices to help you get
started.
Thank you for being here and we look forward to assisting you in your journey!

NOURISH
YOUR BODY
Fuel your body with wholesome
nutrient-dense foods. Focus on
incorporating a variety of colorful
veggies, healthy fats, high-quality
proteins, and slow-digesting
carbohydrates.
Get in the habit of preparing your
own food. Find joy shopping for,
preparing, and cooking healthy
meals you enjoy.
Learn to listen to your bodies cues.
Eat when hungry, stop when full.
And skip diet schedules that leave
you famished.
Craving junk food? Talk to your
body—ask it what it's missing. Try
substituting treats with healthier
options.

Did you know the average adult
human body is over 50% water?
Staying hydrated is essential to
feeling your best.

GET OUTDOORS

"NATURE ITSELF IS THE BEST PHYSICIAN."
—HIPPOCRATES
Spending time in nature has been scientifically proven to benefit your mind,
body, and spirit. Getting outside can:
Boost your immune system
Help ward off fatigue
Increase your energy and focus
Lower your stress levels

Minimize inflammation
Lower blood pressure
Improve sleep
Help you feel more grounded

PRACTICE
GRATITUDE

"IF YOU WANT TO FIND
HAPPINESS, FIND
GRATITUDE."
—STEVE MARABOLI

Practicing gratitude literally has
the power to rewire your brain and
body.
Taking time to consciously seek
out the good in life and express
appreciation has been shown to
have extraordinary benefits.
From physical health, to
happiness, to relationships—
cultivating gratitude has a positive
impact on all aspects of life.

SIMPLE TECHNIQUES
TO INCORPORATE
MORE GRATITUDE IN
YOUR LIFE:
Focus on the positive
Keep a gratitude journal
Simply take a few moments
each day to acknowledge all
that you have
Meditate
Pray
Tell others how much you
appreciate them
Send thank you notes
Embrace challenges as a
chance to grow

PRIORITIZE SLEEP
ACCORDING TO THE CDC MORE THAN ONE THIRD OF U.S. ADULTS
ARE NOT GETTING ENOUGH SLEEP ON A REGULAR BASIS
Each individual's sleep needs are
unique, but studies have found
that most people need 7-8 hours
of sleep per night.

RTAIN.
ESSERT

Healthy sleep habits, also known
as "sleep hygiene" can make an
enormous difference in your
health and quality of life. If you
struggle with sleep deprivation,
there are some simple ways to
help turn your nights from restless
to restful.

TIPS FOR IMPROVING SLEEP HABITS:

Go to bed and wake up at the
same time every day
Avoid heavy or large meals
within a couple hours of
bedtime
Keep your room dark, quiet, and
cool
Turn your phone and TV off an
hour before bedtime
Avoid caffeine and nicotine
later in the day

MOVE YOUR
BODY
Regular physical activity combats
health conditions, improves your
mood, promotes better sleep,
boosts energy levels, and keeps
stress levels in check.
Aim for a minimum of 150 minutes
of moderate exercise each week or
75 minutes of vigorous exercise.

Incorporate aerobic exercise like
walking, jogging, or biking along
with strengthening exercises like
lifting weights or using your body
weight as resistance.
Stretching is just as important as
exercise. It improves mobility,
prevents injury, and is important for
muscle recovery after a tough
workout.
Find exercise you enjoy. Listen to
your body and participate in
physical activity that feels good to
you.

MINIMIZE STRESS

No one can entirely avoid stress. But taking steps to minimize and manage
stress can go a long way in improving your overall health and happiness. You
don't need a vacation or spa day to relieve tension either. There are plenty of
simple ways to manage the stress of day to day life.
Meditate
Practice deep breathing
Exercise
Minimize caffeine intake
Engage in physical contact

Schedule in fun
Set firm boundaries
Stop procrastinating
Manage time
Spend time with loved ones

AMERICAN
ADULTS SPEND
OVER 11 HOURS
A DAY ON ONE
DIGITAL DEVICE
OR ANOTHER

LIMIT SCREEN
TIME
It's no secret that most of us spend
a good portion of our day glued to
a screen. And while modern
technology has certainly made life
easier in many ways, being
constantly "plugged in" can be
detrimental to our health, mental
well-being, and relationships.
Too much screen time makes us
less focused, interferes with our
productivity, and makes us more
disconnected from our real lives.
Finding a balance is key to staying
healthy in our hyper-connected
world.

WAYS TO KEEP SCREEN TIME
UNDER CONTROL
Turn off notifications
Put phones away during meals
Designate "tech free" times
Make the bedroom a "tech free"
zone
Limit yourself to one screen at a
time (no watching TV and
scrolling Facebook)
Download an app to track your
screen time
Combat eye strain by following
the 20-20-20 rule: For every 20
minutes you spend on your
phone, spend 20 seconds
focusing on something 20 feet
away
Protect your posture and
prevent "text neck"by holding
your phone higher and sitting
up straight

SCHEDULE IN FUN
Somewhere between the backyard
swing-set days and our first 9-5,
most of us have forgotten how to
play.
Our lives often become so filled
with obligations and endless "todo" lists, that we forget to schedule
in time for the things that light us
up.

RTAIN.
ESSERT

Try carving out time to specifically
dedicate to activities "just for fun"—
whether it's a weekend getaway or
just a quick spin on your bike
around the neighborhood.

Having fun is vital to physical,
mental, and spiritual health.
When we make life fun, we are
happy. And studies have found
that happy people:
Have better and more
meaningful relationships
Have less pain and
inflammation
Are overall in better physical
health
Are more financially successful
Live longer
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